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 (a biased introduction) 



is better than none

Traditionally model potentials construction requires a 
lot of physical intuition and are strongly dependent on 
the available experimental information.

Not transferable to unexplored regions.  

DFT is a viable option to gather accurate information but
requires a systematic approach to build the potential
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is better than none

- Kernel Ridge Regression (and Gaussian Processes)

- Neural Networks

Replace the expensive DFT total energy calculations 
(or other accurate methods) with an interatomic 
potentials built to reproduce DFT data in a variety of 
environments

- local environment descriptors 



- Regression

- Ridge Regression

- Kernel Ridge Regression

- KRR and Gaussian Processes

AP Bartok & G Csanyi, IJQC 115,1051-1057 (2015)

GAP potentials
AP Bartok, MC Payne, R Kondor & G Csanyi, PRL 104,136403 (2010)

LOTF

A Glielmo, P Sollich & A De Vita, PRB 95, 214302 (2017)
G Csanyi, T Albaret,  MC Payne & A De Vita, PRL 93, 175503 (2003)
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is better than none

- Regression with feature vectors



is better than none

- Regression with too many feature vectors



favours “sparse” solutions favours “small” solutions
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- Kernel Ridge Regression

-Gaussian Kernel

The Kernel is a similarity measure between input data

 is obtained from

 such that

 is minimum





KRR:     a Baysian perspective

priorlikelihoodposterior

evidence

predict a new value (and its accuracy) from a collection of data



Gaussian Processes:
A class of well behaved functions such that

 i=1,...,M

with





where        is the Kernel matrix for the M+1 points 

… and               is a shorthand for 



Let                       and 

Let                                       and 



With                   ,                                , and 





where 

in case of need

go back and replace          with





THEORY AND PRACTICE

ARE THE SAME IN THEORY

BUT DIFFER IN PRACTICE



GP KRR            summary

All with clean math and a nice Baysian  interpretation

- prior uncertainty level                   is arbitrary and is     
  inherited by the posterior

HOWEVER

Given a database of trusted input/output pairs GP KRR 
predicts the output value and estimated confidence 
level for a new point on the basis of the DB values and 
a similarity measure between inputs.

- input Kernel shape and resolution are arbitrary 





GP KRR            summary

All with clean math and a nice Baysian  interpretation

- prior uncertainty level                   is arbitrary and is     
  inherited by the posterior

HOWEVER

Given a database of trusted input/output pairs GP KRR 
predicts the output value and estimated confidence 
level for a new point on the basis of the DB values and 
a similarity measure between inputs.

- input Kernel shape and resolution is arbitrary 

- prior uncertainty level                   is arbitrary and is     
  inherited by the posterior

- the cost of the prediction grows linearly with the DB size 
                      , and computing the weights grows cubic !  

- symmetry abiding Kernels      &       data sparsification



SOAP       Soft Overlap of Atomic Positions



Data Sparsification

- K-mean (or other type of) clustring ?



Data Sparsification

- K-mean (or other type of) clustring

- Farthest Point Sampling / Maximum Error Reduction 



Data Sparsification

- K-mean (or other type of) clustring

- Fartest Point Sampling / Maximum Error Reduction 

- etc ...



Reproduced from V. Botu and R. Ramprasad, IJQC 115,1074 (2015)
 “Adaptive Machine Learning Framework to Accelerate ab-initio MD”
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